This note is an exploration of the space of Riemann surfaces of topological type (1, 1) ; that is, the space of distinct conformal structures on a torus with one boundary componentl similar explorations for the space of where the boundary is a deleted point).
We also remark that if we permit these parameters to become complex, while keeping l)l > 1, or by keeping ) : 1, we obtain a complex analytic parametrization of the corresponding space of marked quasifuchsian groups; in these cases however, we have almost no information about the boundary of the corresponding parameter spaces.
In order to go from the parameter space, which is essentially a deformation space of Fuchsian groups, is any element of PGL(2, R)+, the space of real 2 x 2 matrices with positive determinant, then we define the normalized trace function f(M) by r@): lo * dll@d -bc)1/2.
In terms of this function, the modular generators can be defined by the inequalities r@) < T(B), r@) < r@B), and ?(B) < T(AB-L).
These inequalities define a fundamental domain for action of the Teichmiiller modular group that is very closely related to the usual fundamental domain for the action of the elliptic modular group. That is, the usual fundamental domain for the ellipticmodulargroupisdefinedbytheinequalities l"l > 1 and -| < Re(r) < |. Anequivalentsetof inequalitiesis: lrl >1, l"l <11+rl,and |rl Slt-ri;thåt is, the shortest side has length one, and the sides of the parallelogram formed by L and r are both shorter than both diagonals. A third equivalent definition is: l"l > 1, and for every n, rnlZ with rn *0,|n*mrl> lrl.
In the final section, we translate these inequalities into our parameters, so as to again define the space of Riemann surfaces of type (1,1). we write down the identifications of the sides, and we show that the resulting space is a product of an interval and a space homeomorphic to H2 I PSL(2, Z); this agrees with the result in [M3] if the commutator is parabolic). Since ry' i § induced by urr orientation preserving homeomorphism of fI2, the fixed points of the elements of Ge and ry'(Gs) occur in the same order on the circle at infinity; in particular, 0 ( ,i(BX0) < 1. It follows that s ) 0, and r ) 1.
We note incidentally that these three parameters can be defined independent of normalization. We already have I defined as the multiplier of the commutatorl we carr also express c and s in terms of cross ratios of fixed points of elements of G. More precisely, x : (r(Efa, ,4-'l), ,(rb1,t-' ,B-'l); ,(rb1n-' ,,+)),r(El,l,, al)) , and s : -(, (rblB,4-' I), r (bfA, e)) ;, (rble-', B -' I),, (E (a\a,,4-' I B-' ) ) ), where r(X) is the (repelling) fixed point of X, and the cross ratio (0, x; 2,1) : 2 . For each successive pair of crossings om,t xm*r,let u^ be the shorter of the two arcs of u between a* arld frm*r. Orient u,m so that it starts at u*q1 and ends at a*. If the two arcs have equal length, then choose either of them aB un. Since crossings of t and u are either all positive or all negative, every loop in the homotopy class of t*u* crosses u, and the shortest geodesic, u-, freely homotopic to t*'u*t crosses u exactly once. Since t*u* is not a geodesic, lr*l < lt^u^|, where we use lcl to denote the (hyperbolic) length of c. By part (iii) of this theorem, lo*l ) lul. We now have (1) On the other hand » lt*u,*l -» lt*l+ » lu,*l< ltl + *"1"1.
Combining (1) and (2), we obtain
We have shown that every simple geodesic which crosses the projection of the axis of ,4. at least twice is strictly longer than u, the projection of the axis of B. This is part (i) of our theoreml part (ii) follows at once from the strict inequality in (3), together with the strict convexity of T(AB Equality in the first inequality of (5) It was remarked by Bers [B] 7. It was shown in [M3] that the moduli space of tori with one hole is real analytically equivalent to the product of an interval ar.d H2 f pSL(2, Z). we can explicitly realize this correspondence with our parameters as follows. We already have our parameter space P written as a product, where each slice ) : constant is kept invariant by the full modular group. Hence our representation of moduli space already is a product. It is easy to see that we cannot have simultaneous equality in the bottom two inequalities of (5). If we have equality in the top two inequalities, then we can solve the first for o; this yields the following polynomial:
)4(Ä + 1)"u + 2()n +)t)rn -(Bln +2)3 -.\2)s3
-(Än +8)3 + z^\s2 -(2)t *7\2 a5))s -(t + 1)2 : o. By Descarte's rule of signs, this has exactly one positive root for each ) ) 1.
Similarly if we have equality in the top and bottom inequalities, we solve the top for r, write out the bottom as a polynomial, and obtain: Å3(Å+ 1)'ru +(5.\4 + 7^3 +z\2)s4 +(z)3 *8)2 a );rs -()' -2^2 -B))s2 -2(\, +))s -() * 1) : 0, which also has exactly one positive root for each ,\ > 1. It is now clear that this representation of the moduli space of tori with one boundary component is a (real analytic) product of ahalf-openinterval (1< f < m)and H2/PSL(2,2). (6) n)2, s lrl@ -1), s > (r -7)l*.
We can now easily read offfrom these that r :2 corresponds to lrl : 1; s : *l@-l)conespondsio Re(r) : -i s: (a-1,)lo correspondsto Re(r) : |; the square r: i isgivenby (c,s): (2,1);the rhombus r: (1 +\fB)12 corresponds to (r, s) : (2, å) . W" have already remarked that the line Re(r) : 0 corresponds to the line s : L.
